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ABSTRACT 
The effective modelling of configurable products must deal with the problem of generation of the new 
and innovative products. This modelling must handle the complex problem of representation of the 
configurable products on the one hand, and of learning new configurable products on the other hand. 
However, in advanced CAD systems, there is no formal representation to support the modelling of the 
configurable products. This paper proposes and develops a grammar-based design approach to support 
the computer-aided-design for product configuration. The proposed approach is based on the 
hypothesis that a product has a final structure that is the result of an ideal evolution from a set of 
significant structures and on the properties of configurable products. The application is directed to a 
gear pump family modelling. 

Keywords: product family, design for configuration, product configuration, product modelling, 
computer-aided-design, grammar representation 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Design of configurable product family or design for configuration has emerged as an efficient tool to 
solve the new challenges of a constantly changing market [3], [4]. Design for configuration is the 
process which generates a set of product configurations based on a configuration model and is 
characterized by a configuration task [10], [14], [15], [17]. The configuration task then consists in 
finding the configuration of a product by defining the relations between its components in order to 
satisfy a set of specifications and a set of constraints imposed on the product [10], [14], [15], [16]. 

The product modeling is an essential aspect in the product family design for configuration [7], [15], 
[16]. The effective modeling of a configurable product family must be capable to represent the 
complex relationship between the components of a product on the one hand, and the members of the 
family, on the other hand [5], [13]. This modeling must deal with the problem of generation and 
derivation of the different products, and thus carry out the variety of the new and innovative products 
[1], [8], [12]. Furthermore, this modeling must handle the complex problems of knowledge extraction 
and representation of the configurable products on the one hand, and of learning new configurable 
structures on the other [8]. 

However, in advanced CAD systems, there is no formal representation to support the modeling of the 
configurable product [7], [8]. Grammars can be considered as formal powerful tools to represent the 
strong structural relationship in the configurable products [2], [9], [11], [13], [18]. This paper proposes 
and develops a grammar-based design approach to support the computer-aided-design for product 
modeling. Two interrelated questions are taken into account: 

1. What are the properties of configurable products? (Properties extraction of configurable 
products) 

2. How can we develop generative grammars suitable to handle the properties of configurable 
products? (Development of Configuration Grammars for Product Family Modeling) 
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This paper discusses the problem of product configuration. In the second section, using the hypothesis 
of virtual product structure generation and the properties of configurable products, a structural 
grammar for configuration based on features is proposed to model product families. The third section 
presents an application of this grammar to a gear pump family modelling in CAD systems. Lastly, 
conclusions and perspectives for future research are presented.  

2 CONFIGURATION GRAMMAR-BASED DESIGN APPROACH 
During the design process in CAD environment, the mechanical system, i.e. part, module, product, or 
product family, to be designed evolves in structure and characteristics up to when the design is 
accomplished. In fact, the transition from the intended product to be designed up to the designed 
product can be seen as a progressive, evolutive and non-determinist process, where each step is 
characterised by knowledge acquisition. Also, starting from the initial phase and going to the final 
phase, the product goes through intermediate phases of evolution and different representations, which 
become closer to the final virtual product at the end of the process. Based on these observations, we 
state the following hypothesis: 

The final structure of a virtual product is the result of the evolution of a significant structures 
set. 
This hypothesis suggests implicitly a mechanism of generation of the configuration structures. 
Moreover, this hypothesis is valid and hold for each level of the mechanical system: configuration 
feature-part-module-product. So, this mechanism represents the evolution process of the structures 
(i.e. configuration features-parts-modules-products), from an initial phase up to the final phase, from 
simple to complex.  

2.1 Properties extraction of configurable products 
When a mechanical system is decomposed into its components and when its associated couplings are 
specified, in fact we are determining and arranging its elements; that is, we are configuring the 
mechanical system. From the engineering design point of view, the feature-component-module-
product relationships are adequate structural means for a general product representation. Since such 
means are recursive, any proper granularity level of representation must be introduced to asses design 
for configuration possibility. Let us note with structure(i) being a structure of level i of the precedent 
relationship. For instance a component is a structure(2) level. Then based on the recursive 
representation and generation of a configurable product family the following properties are defined: 

• Property 1 (significant structures): The significant structures(i) are: the primitive structures 
or terminals, the intermediate structures or non-terminals and the final structure.  

• Property 2 (attaching elements): Each structure(i) is provided with a set of particular 
elements, called attaching elements [7], [8];  

• Property 3 (generation of new structures, joint elements and tie elements): From the 
interconnection between structures (primitive or intermediate) evolves a higher level structure 
to these ones [7], [8]. The attaching elements produce the joint elements and the tie elements 
[7]. The consequences of the property 3 are: 

o Recurrence – refers to the possibility of adding (repeating) several times the same 
structure(i) in order to construct the product configuration 

o Addition – refers to the possibility of a structure(i) to be added to the existent product 
structure (of the product family); 

o Removing – refers to the possibility of a structure(i) to be removed from an existent 
product structure (in a family); 

o Replacement or swapping – refers to the possibility of a structure(i) of the product 
structure to be replaced by another structure(i); 

• Property 4 (geometric and topologic constraints): The interconnection between structures can 
occur if and only if the structures satisfy some conditions defined on the geometric and 
topological domains (i.e. the geometric and topologic constraints). For instance, spatial 
orientation – indicates the relative spatial orientation of each structure in the product structure. 
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2.2 Structural Grammars for Configuration based on Features 
Grammars are powerful tools to represent the structural relationships in product configuration. In this 
paper we propose a grammar for product family configuration that is developed on the concept of 
configuration feature grammar, initially proposed by Ostrosi et Ferney [8]. 

We call this grammar Structural Grammar for Configuration based on Features (SGCF). The 
proposed grammar for configuration works on a graph representation of structures, where the nodes 
represent the structure elements (i.e. configuration features, parts, modules, products) and the arcs the 
relationships between them. 

Our grammar approach is based on two main concepts: configuration features and configuration 
connections. 

Based on the property 2 (attaching elements), the significant structures posses a set of attaching 
elements called configuration features. The configuration features are a special category of form 
features. There are different definitions of form features, such as: “a generic shape which carries some 
engineering meaning” [19]; “a carrier of product information which may aid design or communication 
between design and manufacturing, or between other engineering tasks”. [20]. 

So, in our acceptation, a configuration feature or an attaching feature represents a geometric entity 
that is defined by its shape and technological characteristics, typically represented by a set of 
topologically associated faces. These faces are grouped together, in a single feature, with a connection 
intent function. The connection intent function defines what type of connection is intended to be 
obtained from the features association. So, the configuration features are functional intent carriers. 

Moreover, the configuration features belonging to different structures (parts, modules or product) 
enables them to connect each other. According to the property 3 (joint and tie elements), the 
connection between two or more structures is made on two levels of: joints and ties, and consequently 
there are two types of configuration features: the joint features and the tie features. 

A configuration connection is expressed as a high-level relation between two or more configuration 
features that defines a geometric entity of a superior level than the configuration features. The 
connection relation defines a set of low-level constraints and associates together two or more 
configuration features from distinct parts. 
According to the previous definition of configuration features, there are two levels of connections: 
joint connections and tie connections. 

Let be two domains, the domain of primitive configuration features F and the domain of non-
(primitive configuration connections C. Each domain defines a collection of elements: the primitive 
configuration features set and non-primitive configuration connections set (example: figure 1). Then, 
based on the previous two sets and a configuration language, a set of configuration structures can be 
generated. 

  
  

 

Through 
Hole 

Cylindrical 
Neck Threaded Hole Thread Through Slot Rib Stepped Through 

Hole Shoulder 

  
 

 
Cylindrical (Through) 

Connection Threaded Connection Through Slot Connection Cylindrical Stepped 
Connection 

Figure 1 Example of configuration features and configuration connections 
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A configuration language describes the generation of configuration structures, joint elements and tie 
elements [9]. So, a configuration grammar based on features provides the formal and generic 
description for this configuration language.  

Then, the structural grammar for configuration based on features, SGCF, is defined as the 8-tuple: 

{ }PSVVVVG N
featurestiejoint

N
structure

T
connexionjoint

T
structure ,,,,,,, Λ∇= −−     (1) 

where:  
{ }L,,, cbaV T

structure =   is a finite, non-empty set of primitive significant structures called 
the terminal vocabulary of configuration structures. Where a, b, 
…, are terminal configuration structures. 

{ }SBAV N
structure  ,,, L=  is a finite, non-empty set of non-primitive significant structures 

called the non-terminal vocabulary of configuration structures. 
Where A, B, …, are non-terminal configuration structures and S 
is a special non-terminal called start symbol. 

{ }
Nm

featureV i
T

estie featurjoint

∈

=− L,, 0
 is a finite, non-empty set of configuration features called the 

terminal vocabulary of joint and tie features. For example: 
featurei={through hole, cylindrical neck, threaded-through hole, 
thread, stepped-through hole, shoulder, slot, , …}. 

{ Λ∇=− ,,,, LK j
N

tionstie connecjoint connectionOV } is a finite, non-empty set of configuration connections 
between the configuration features called the non-terminal 
vocabulary of joint and tie connections. For example: 
connectionj={cylindrical through connection, threaded 
connection, slot connection, cylindrical stepped connection, …}; 

Λ∇,,S  are the starting symbol of configuration structures, the starting 
symbol of joint connections and respectively of tie connections. 
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:P  is a finite, non-empty set of productions rules. 

The following conditions must be held concerning the terminal vocabulary and the non-terminal 
vocabulary, of configuration structures and respectively of joint features-tie features: 
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To define the generation of new structures in a non-ambiguous way, we have to state a set of 
conditions on the production rules. The interconnection between structures can occur if and only if the 
structures satisfy some conditions defined on the geometric and topological domains. These conditions 
are represented by the geometric constraints and topological constraints. For instance, spatial 
orientation – indicates the relative spatial orientation of each structure in the product structure. 
The geometric and topological constraints are imposed at each level of production rules. This means 
that the grammar productions rules must meet obligatory conditions or constraints before being 
applied. 

Then, a conditional production rule C is defined as follows: , where  are 

semantic conditions associated to each level of a productions rule.  
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2.3 Grammar-based applications 
 
Example 1. Let us consider two parts: a plate and a pin, represented in the figure 2. The two structures 
posses some configuration features, namely: ThroughHole for the plate part and CylindricalNeck for 
the pin part. So, the two structures (parts) can connect each other through these attaching features, in 
order to form and generate a new structure of a higher level that is called, in this case, the plate-pin. 

 

a) b)   

 PLATE 

ThroughHole 

PIN 

CylindricalNeck 

 
Figure 2 The plate (a) and the pin (b) parts and their graph representation (c) 

The production that generates the plate-pin structure has the following graph representation form 
(figure 3): 

 Cylindrical 
connection 

Cylindrical 
connection <PLATE> <PIN> 

CylindricalNeck ThroughHole

<PLATE> <PIN><PLATE> <PIN> 

CylindricalNeck ThroughHole  
Figure 3 Graph representation of the production that generates a new structure 

Similarly to the structure level, on the configuration features level (joint or tie), the features connect 
each other and generate higher level structures that we call configuration connections. In our example 
this type of connections is represented by the cylindrical connection structure. These configuration 
connections are non-terminal structures which result from the connection of two or more attaching 
features. 
 
The corresponding formal production to generate the plate-pin structure is: 

[ ]
[ ]

[ ] level  Tie
levelJoint 

level Structure   

lNeckCylindricaeThroughHol
lNeckCylindricaeThroughHolnlConnectioCylindrica

PINPLATEPINPLATE
P

→Λ
→

→−
:  (2) 

 
The start symbol  present on the third line of the configuration matrix (2) means that the tie level is 
saturated. 

Λ

 
The graphical representation of this formal production is (figure 4): 

 

+

ThroughHole
CylindricalNeck

Part1 

<PLATE> 
Part2 

<PIN>

Cylindrical
Connection

<PLATE-PIN>  
Figure 4 Evolved structure generated from the interaction between two primitive 

structures through their connecting features  

As it can be seen, the configuration features used in this example are joint features, because there is no 
possibility to use them in subsequent connections. So, there is no tie feature available in the resulted 
structure. 
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Example 2. Let us consider two parts: a plate (similar to that of example 1) and a shaft, represented in 
figure 5. The two structures posses some configuration features, namely: the joint features 
SteppedThroughHole (for the plate part) and the LowerShoulder (for the shaft part) and the tie features 
UpperShoulder (for the shaft part). The configuration features specific to both structures are a 
composition, a set of regrouped faces with configuration function intent: the SteppedThroughHole is 
composed of an internal cylindrical face and a flat face; the LowerShoulder is composed of a external 
cylindrical face and a step (flat) face; and the UpperShoulder is analogue to the LowerShoulder 
feature. So the two structures (parts in this case) can interact through these attaching features, in order 
to form and generate a new structure of a superior level that we call plate-shaft. 

 

a) b)   

 

Stepped 
ThroughHole

PLATE 

UpperShoulder 

SHAFT 

c)

LowerShoulder 

 
Figure 5 The plate (a) and the shaft (b) parts and their graph representation (c) 

The production that generates the cylindrical-flat connection structure is the following (3): 

[ ]
[ ]

[ ] level  Tie
levelJoint  

level Structure

0 derUpperShoulderUpperShoul
derLowerShouloughHoleSteppedThrnnectionlSteppedCoCylindrica

SHAFTPLATESHAFTPLATE
P

→
→

→−
:  (3) 

The graph representation of this rule is (figure 6): 

 

LowerShoulder 

UpperShoulder

Stepped 
ThroughHole 

Cylindrical  
SteppedConnection

<PLATE> <SHAFT> 
Cylindrical  

SteppedConnection 

<PLATE> <SHAFT>

UpperShoulder 

LowerShoulder 

UpperShoulder 

Stepped 
ThroughHole 

<PLATE> <SHAFT> 

 
Figure 6 Graph representation of the production that generates the new structure 

As we can see, in addition to the previous example there is still available an attaching feature on the 
Plate-Shaft structure that is the UpperShoulder feature. This is a typical example of tie features. The 
tie features belonging to a part, shaft in our example, are used subsequently to connect the current 
structure with other available structures of the product. 
The graphical representation of the production rule from figure 5 is the following (figure 7): 

 

+ 

Through 
CounterBoredHole 

LowerShoulder

Upper Shoulder UpperShoulder

Part1 
<PLATE>

Part2 
<SHAFT> <PLATE-SHAFT> 

CylindricalStepped 
Connection 

 
Figure 7 Evolved structure generated from the interaction between two primitive 

structures through their connecting features 
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3 GRAMMAR-BASED GEAR-PUMP FAMILY MODELLING 
The external gear pumps are the most widely used pumps in hydraulic systems, due to their simplicity, 
reliability, and very high power ratings. External gear pumps are fixed displacement and are used in 
the hydrostatic units mobiles, equipments for transport, machine tools and other applications with a 
large number of variants and configurations. The structure of the gear pump is summarized in figure 8 
and is composed of the following main components [6]:  
 

1) – Flange 
2) – Body 
3) – Thrust seal 
4) – Bearings 
5) – Gears 
6) – Rear cover 

7) – Screws 
8) – Dowel pin 
9) – Lip seal 
10) – Woodruff-key 
11) – Washer 
12) – Nut 

 

Figure 8 The gear pump generic structure 

 
In this application, the purpose is to represent the external gear pump structure by the help of 
configuration grammars: first to generate the structure of a single gear pump, and then to generate a 
family of gear pumps. 
 
The productions of the configuration features grammar are inferred in order to generate external gear 
pump structures. First, the model and the generation of a gear pump structure is presented. Based on 
this generation, we derive and generate a new family of gear pumps.  
 
Next, we present the steps of generation of the bearing-shafts pump module by inferring grammar 
productions that use the properties 1, 2, 3 (addition) and 4 (spatial orientation) (see section 2.1). 
 
The first production of the grammar defines the connection between the first bearing of the pump 
(BEARING1 or BE1) and the driver shaft (SHAFT1). The connection between the two parts is made 
through their respective set of attaching features, highlighted in red color (figure 9): 
<SteppedThroughHole1> and <SteppedThroughHole2> for the BEARING1 part and < LeftShoulder1>, 
<RightShoulder1> for the SHAFT1 part. For the sake of clarity, we are indicating, in figure 9, only the 
attaching features that participate in the generation of the bearing-shafts pump module (structure). 
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Stepped 
ThroughBoredHole2 

LeftShoulder1 

SteppedThrough 
Connection1 

RightShoulder 1 

Gear1 

<BEARING1> <SHAFT1> + <BEARING1-SHAFT1> 

Stepped 
ThroughBoredHole 1 

Gear1 RightShoulder 1 

y 

z 

x 
O 

O’2

O’1 
O11 

O12 
Stepped 

ThroughBoredHole2 

 
Figure 9 The first production to generate the <bearings-shafts> module 

 
The production that generates the bearing1- shaft1 structure is the following (4): 

[ ]
[ ]

level Tie

levelJoint 
level Structure

0
0

0

11

22

11

111

1111

1

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

→
→
→

→
→−

GearGear
oughHoleSteppedThroughHoleSteppedThr

derRightShoulderRightShoul
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SHAFTBEARINGSHAFTBEARING
P :

 (4) 

[ ]

( ) ( )
[ ] level Tie

levelJoint 

level Structure

00

000 211112211112

211112211112

1111

1

→

⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡

′′→′′∠

′′→′′≡
→−

O

OOOOOOOO

OOOOOOOO
SHAFTBEARINGSHAFTBEARING

C
,,:,

:
 (5) 

 
The equation (5) specifies the spatial constraints that must be held in order to generate a valid 
structure. For example, the directions of and 1112OO 21OO ′′  axis must be coincident and the vectors 

1112OO  and 21OO ′′  must have the same direction. Similar spatial constraints were defined for the rest 
of grammar productions. 
 
Below, we give as example the graph representation of the first production (figure 10). The rest of the 
graph productions are built on similar basis. 

 

LeftShoulder1 

RightShoulder1 

Stepped 
ThroughHole1

Stepped 
ThroughConnection1

<PLATE> <SHAFT1> Stepped 
ThroughConnection1 

<PLATE> <SHAFT1>

RightShoulder1 

LeftShoulder1 

RightShoulder1 

Stepped 
ThroughHole1 

<PLATE> <SHAFT1> 

 

Figure 10 Graph representation of the first production to generate 
the <bearings-shafts> module 
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The second production defines the connection between the resulted non-terminal structure 
<BEARING1-SHAFT1> and the terminal structure of the driven shaft, shaft2, to define the generation of 
a new structure, <BEARING1-SHAFT1-shaft2>, composed of the first bearing and the pair of shafts 
(figure 11): 

<BEARING1-SHAFT1> <shaft2>+ <BEARING1-SHAFT1-shaft2>

RightShoulder1 

RightShoulder2 

LeftShoulder2 SteppedThrough 
Connection2 

Gear Connection 
Gear2

Gear1

SteppedThroughHole2 

RightShoulder1 

y 

z 

x 
O 

O’3 

O’4

O13 

O14 

RightShoulder2 

 
Figure 11 The second production to generate the <bearings-shafts> module 

Formally, this production has the following form (6): 

[ ]

level Tie

levelJoint 

level Structure

0
0

22

11

21

222

211211

2

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
→
→

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
→

→
−→−

derRightShoulderRightShoul
derRightShoulderRightShoul

GearGeartionGearConnec
erLeftShouldoughHoleSteppedThrtionoughConnecSteppedThr

shaftSHAFTBEARINGshaftSHAFTBEARING

P

_

:
 (6) 

To connect the second bearing to the previously formed structure, the first one has to be rotated with 
an angle of 180° along the Oz and Ox axis (according to figure 12). Next, we give the necessary spatial 
conditions to deal with spatial rotation of the second bearing around the <BEARING1-SHAFT1-shaft2> 
structure. 
So, we have applied the following steps for the rotation strategy: first, we rotate the <BEARING2> 
with 180° around Oz axis (7). This is done by imposing a coincidence condition between the direction 
of  and  axis. In the second line of joints level we specify the rotation angle, i.e. 180°. 
We consider the positive sign for the anticlockwise rotation. 

21OO ′′ 2324OO

 

SteppedThroughHole2 

<BEARING2> <BEARING1-SHAFT1-shaft2> + 

O21 

O22 

SteppedThroughHole1 

y 

z x 

O 

O23 

O24 

O’1

O’3

O’4 

O’2 
O23

O24 O21

O22

O’3 

O’4

O’1 

O’2

<BEARING2> <BEARING1-SHAFT1-shaft2> +  
Figure 12 Spatial rotation conditions to generate the <bearings-shafts> module 
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[ ]

( ) ( )
[ ]0

18000

21222122

212324212324

212324212324

21122112

31

OOOO

OOOOOOOO

OOOOOOOO
shaftSHAFTBEBEARINGshaftSHAFTBEBEARING

C

→
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡

′′→′′∠

′′→′′≡
→−

,,:,

____

:  (7) 

In the second step, the set of constraints relative to the rotation of <BEARING2> with 180° around the 
Ox axis are specified: the first line of joints level conditions is the same as previous; the second line of 
joints conditions specifies the second rotation angle around the Ox axis and the third line specifies the 
tie level condition, that is the coincidence condition between the direction of  and 2122OO 43OO ′′  axis 
(8). 

[ ]

( ) ( )
[ ]432122432122

212324212324

212324212324

21122112

32 00180

OOOOOOOO

OOOOOOOO

OOOOOOOO
shaftSHAFTBEBEARINGshaftSHAFTBEBEARING

C

′′→′′≡
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡

′′→−′′∠

′′→′′≡
→−

,,:,

____

:  (8) 

Now, the two structures satisfy the spatial orientation conditions and can be connected. The 
connection is made through the set of available attaching features: <SteppedThroughHole1>, 
<SteppedThroughHole2> for the BEARING2 part; and <RightShoulder1>, <RightShoulder2> for the 
BE1-SHAFT1-shaft2 structure: (figure 13).  

 

<BEARING2> <BEARING1-SHAFT1-shaft2> + 

SteppedThroughHole1 

RightShoulder1 

RightShoulder2 

SteppedThroughHole2 

SteppedThrough 
Connection 4 

SteppedThrough 
Connection3 

<BEARINGS-SHAFTS> 

O’2 

O’1

O’4

O’3 

O24 

O23 

O22 

O21 

y 

z x 

O 

 
Figure 13 The third production to generate the <bearings-shafts> module 

So, the formal production to connect the BEARING2 part and BE1-SHAFT1-shaft2 structure is (9): 

[ ]

level Tie

levelJoint 

level Structure

0
0

22

11

214

123

2112

4

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
→
→

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
→
→

→−

lFaceCylindricalFaceCylindrica
lFaceCylindricalFaceCylindrica

derRightShouloughHoleSteppedThrtionoughConnecSteppedThr
derRightShouloughHoleSteppedThrtionoughConnecSteppedThr

shaftSHAFTBEBEARINGSHAFTSBEARINGS

P

__

:
 (9) 

As it can be seen in the figure 13, the generated structure <BEARINGS-SHAFTS> is not saturated. It 
still posses a set of attaching features, highlighted in red color, which enable the structure to interact 
with other structures of the product, and so, to develop toward higher level structures. 
In the same way, the rest of grammar production rules were inferred to generate the gear pump 
structure: 1) the first of this rules is used to generate of the <FLANGE-BODY> structure (module); 2) 
the second production is used to connect the previous generated structure <BEARINGS-SHAFTS> to 
the latter <FLANGE-BODY> structure; 3) and 4) the third and the fourth productions define the 
connection between the structure generated at  step 2) and respectively the structures of <REAR 
COVER> and <SCREWS>; 5) the rest of productions such as the addition of lip-seal, Woodruff-key, 
nut, washer etc. are used to define and generate the final <GEAR PUMP> structure. 
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Figure 14 Productions to generate the gear pump structure 

We have inferred our structural grammars for configuration based on features, SGCF, to generate a 
family of external gear pumps (figure 15). By applying the property of replacement or swapping, 
different instances of a single gear pump structure were generated (figure 15,a). By applying the 
grammar property of recurrence on the gear pump structure, multi-gear pump structures were 
generated (figure 15,b). The number of instances of the pump structure can be infinite. So, if from the 
strict grammar productions point of view, all these structures that were generated can be valid, 
afterwards these pump configurations have to be validated according to the technical constraints of the 
hydraulic domain.  

  

b ) 
  a) 

  
 

   

   

   

      
a)   b)  

Figure 15 Different configurations of gear pumps generated with the SGCF grammar 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Structural Grammars for Configuration based on Features, SGCF, are powerful tools for highlighting 
the structural relationships inside the product configuration. Developed on the configurable product 
properties, they permit to represent and to generate various and new products. Hence, SGCF 
Grammars can be used to capitalize and to create the configurable product knowledge. In our research, 
we have considered the industrial case study of the design of a gear pump family to validate our 
configuration grammar-based design approach. This case study investigates the possibilities and the 
conditions of inference of the configuration grammar through a set of production rules applied to 
pump structures in order to generate alternative and innovative gear pump configurations. The 
configuration grammar used in this approach is to be implemented in CAD environment software.  
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